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Along with the rapid developments of computer technology and internet
technology, the works of various sectors achieve progressive realization of
digitalization and networking. At present our country attaches great importance to
information construction of tax settlement works. The development trend of
internet taxpaying system will integrate a variety of tasks into a unified platform
and provide one-stop services for business processing of taxpayer. And it can
ensure the security of users’ data through network security technology.
Meanwhile, the tax treasury, banks and other departments which associated with
the storage have been achieved the information of data processing, but they have
no channel of information networks, they are still paper-based documents through
the transmission of information and manual input. The results in duplication of
information collection, heavy workload, low efficiency in three sector tax collection
storages, and this is not conducive to storage conditions of the tax department
and timely monitoring of tax collection. To achieve the processing of tax
information through the network has become an important issue to the state tax
department.
This brings about the tax collection integration, warehousing and reconciliation of
electronic characterized by electronic networks mode. During the implementation
of project, it makes analysis on actual situation of domestic and international
internet taxpaying system. Through the exploration with tax administrators and
combines with the practical needs of tax administration works, it gives functional
design of internet taxpaying system, it supports customers, tax staff, system
administrators theses three functional categories of users with functional access;
Combining quality and efficiency of network tax administration and other factors, it
proposes the overall systematic architectures which consist of data layer,













implementation by adopting easily-expanded systematic architecture; it gives
functional structures of online tax return system; by conducting the analysis on
current mature Web technology and according to development process of
software engineering, it adopts MVC modes to realize the design and
implementation of network tax return system. It adopts JAVA technology to
complete the development of internet taxpaying system and it passes through
rigorous function and performance testing.
During the implementation of the projects it has achieved good effects. The tax
staffs feel convenient to conduct tax administration in all aspects. Customer
application system improves the efficiency of taxpaying. At the same time the
system can help customers get quick access to business processes. Internet
taxpaying system provides a free and flexible service platform for customers and
tax treatment agencies. It builds a platform which has an objective to promote
working quality and improve the efficiency of tax administration.
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